UNESCO/POLAND Co-Sponsored Fellowships Programme Engineering
2023 Cycle

Please complete the following page that should be attached to the application form:

Name of the candidate: _______________________________________________________

Country: ___________________________________________________________________

Age: __________

Date of birth ______/____/___________ (Day dd/Month mm/Year yyyy)

E-mail _______________________________@_________________

Last degree obtained: ___________________________________ (Master’s degree or PhD)
Year ____________________________

Tick the corresponding domain of research:

- Biomedical Engineering
- Civil Engineering Geodesy and Transport
- Computer and Information Sciences
- Environmental Engineering, Mining and Energy
- Earth and related Environmental Sciences
- Materials Engineering
- Mechanical Engineering
- Sociological Sciences

Number project [see Annex I of the announcement letter]: ______________________________

Please ensure that the following documents are attached to the application:

- Two UNESCO Fellowship Application Form duly completed in duplicate MUST BE
  ENDORSED BY YOUR NATIONAL COMMISSION (signed and stamped by the National
  Commission of the country’s candidate).

- Two recent photographs (obligatory) should be included with the form

- Two letters of recommendation from someone familiar with the candidate’s work

- Certified copies of degrees or diplomas (including transcript of grades) in duplicate. Proof of having
  obtained a Master’s / PhD degree.

- The certificate of English language proficiency (on the UNESCO form) duly completed (if your mother tongue
  is not English) issued by an official authority, or copy of Toefl, Cambridge etc.

- You should enter the application on the Web site:
  and attach the endorsement of your National Commission for UNESCO, without the endorsement no applications
  will be taken into consideration.

- If you have problems to apply online, please contact: unesco4@agh.edu.pl